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Epithelial tricellular junctions act as interphase cell
shape sensors to orient mitosis
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The orientation of cell division along the long axis of the interphase
cell—the century-old Hertwig’s rule—has profound roles in tissue
proliferation, morphogenesis, architecture and mechanics1,2. In
epithelial tissues, the shape of the interphase cell is influenced by
cell adhesion, mechanical stress, neighbour topology, and planar
polarity pathways3–12. At mitosis, epithelial cells usually adopt a
rounded shape to ensure faithful chromosome segregation and to
promote morphogenesis1. The mechanisms underlying interphase
cell shape sensing in tissues are therefore unknown. Here we show
that in Drosophila epithelia, tricellular junctions (TCJs) localize
force generators, pulling on astral microtubules and orienting cell
division via the Dynein-associated protein Mud independently of
the classical Pins/Gαi pathway. Moreover, as cells round up during
mitosis, TCJs serve as spatial landmarks, encoding information
about interphase cell shape anisotropy to orient division in the
rounded mitotic cell. Finally, experimental and simulation data
show that shape and mechanical strain sensing by the TCJs emerge
from a general geometric property of TCJ distributions in epithelial
tissues. Thus, in addition to their function as epithelial barrier
structures, TCJs serve as polarity cues promoting geometry and
mechanical sensing in epithelial tissues.
To understand how rounded mitotic cells tend to align their spindle
along their interphase shape long axis, we deciphered the mechanisms
of spindle orientation in the Drosophila pupal notum epithelium.
Within this tissue, more than ten thousand cells divide13, and, as in
many epithelial tissues, the division of rounded mitotic cells takes
place in the plane of the tissue and is influenced by their interphase cell
shape (Extended Data Fig. 1a, b). One possibility is that Pins (vertebrate LGN) or Gαi polarization orients division as found in single cells
in culture or during asymmetric divisions14. However, Pins and Gαi
were homogenous around the cortex (Extended Data Fig. 1c, d). In
contrast, the distribution of the Dynein-associated protein Mud (vertebrate NuMA) suggested a role in orienting the spindle according to the
interphase cell shape. GFP–Mud (Mud tagged with green fluorescent
protein) was localized at the spindle poles and unexpectedly was also
enriched at TCJs where at least three cells meet (Fig. 1a, Extended
Data Fig. 1e, h and Supplementary Video 1). Accordingly, in this tissue
and other pupal or larval epithelial tissue GFP–Mud or endogenous
Mud co-localized with Gliotactin (Gli), a septate TCJ marker15 (Fig. 1b
and Extended Data Fig. 1i–o). Furthermore, we established that in G2
phase GFP–Mud localizes at TCJs where it persists through mitosis
(Extended Data Fig. 2). The TCJ localization of Mud was independent
of Pins and Gαi in both interphase and mitotic cells (Fig. 1c–e and
not shown). Accordingly, GFP–Mud lacking the Pins binding domain
(GFP–MudΔPins) localizes at TCJs (Fig. 1c). Whereas Mud loss of
function did not affect Gli localization, loss of Gli led to a reduction
of GFP–Mud localization at the TCJs (Fig. 1d, e and Extended Data
Fig. 3a). Likewise, loss of function of the Discs-large (Dlg) septate

junction protein, which is necessary for Gli localization15 caused the
disappearance of both Gli and GFP–Mud from the TCJs (Fig. 1d, e and
Extended Data Fig. 3b–d). Collectively, our results show that independently of the Pins/Gαi pathway, epithelial mitotic cells harbour a
cortical TCJ Mud distribution inherited from interphase.
Since astral microtubules contacted ChFP–Mud (Mud tagged with
cherry fluorescent protein) patches at TCJ (Extended Data Fig. 4a
and Supplementary Video 2), we asked whether TCJs recruit or activate force generators to orient the spindle. Following experiments in
Caenorhabditis elegans zygotes16, we developed a laser ablation assay
to estimate the relative magnitude and the direction of mechanical
forces exerted by astral microtubules on the centrosome within tissue
(Extended Data Figs 4b and 5). Astral microtubule ablation in wildtype cells caused the centrosomes to recoil away from the ablation
site, suggesting that microtubules predominantly exert pulling forces
on spindle poles (Fig. 2a, b and Supplementary Video 3). The loss of
Mud or Dynein minus-end-directed motor activity led to a reduction
in centrosome recoil upon microtubule ablation (Fig. 2b). In agreement with the role of Gli and Dlg in promoting TCJ Mud localization,
centrosome recoil velocities upon microtubule ablation were also
reduced in Gli and dlg mutant cells (Fig. 2b). Together, these results
indicate that TCJs control the pulling forces exerted by astral microtubules on the spindle via Mud and Dynein activities.
We then investigated whether the Mud distribution at TCJs accounts
for the torque exerted by microtubules on the spindle to dictate its
orientation. To this end, we adapted a mechanical model predicting the
spindle orientation according to cell shape17,18. In this model, developed to describe isolated and non-epithelial cells which do not round
up at mitosis, the pulling forces exerted by astral microtubules scale
with microtubule length and, as a consequence, the model predicts the
preferred spindle orientation along the long axis of the cell (Fig. 2c).
To account for the contribution of Mud to microtubule pulling forces
in epithelia, we modified the model to assume that astral microtubules instead pull with a force proportional to the cortical GFP–Mud
intensity and independent of microtubule length (Fig. 2d). We then
measured the metaphase distribution of cortical GFP–Mud and cell
shapes to compare the predictions based on GFP–Mud intensity and
cell shape models for cells in metaphase (Fig. 2e). Notably, the model
based on GFP–Mud distribution along the cortex predicted spindle
orientation and its predictions were significantly better than the ones
based on the metaphase cell shape (Fig. 2f–h, Extended Data Fig. 6a–i
and Supplementary Table 1). In agreement with the fact that Pins does
not regulate Mud localization at TCJs, spindle orientation predictions
were similar in wild-type and pins mutant tissues (Extended Data
Fig. 7). To test the contribution of Mud-dependent microtubule pulling forces to spindle orientation further, we characterized a GFP–Mud
mutant deleted of its coiled-coil domain (GFP–MudΔCC, Extended
Data Fig. 8). GFP–MudΔCC co-localizes with Gli in wild-type or mud
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of microtubule pulling forces, specifying the spindle orientation in
epithelial tissues.
Our finding that in metaphase the Mud distribution at TCJs is a
better predictor of spindle orientation than is cell shape argues
against a model where incomplete cell rounding ensures interphase
cell shape ‘memorization’. We therefore hypothesized that the
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Figure 1 | Mud localizes at TCJs. a, GFP–Mud
from interphase to telophase (t = 0 min,
anaphase). GFP–Mud at TCJs (arrows), spindle
poles (arrowheads). n = 21 cells. b, GFP–Mud
and Gli co-localization in interphase (top, n = 54
cells) and metaphase (bottom, n = 8 cells).
c, GFP–Mud localization in mud (n = 15), pins
(n = 22), Gαi (n = 5) cells and GFP–MudΔPins
in mud cells (n = 18). d, e, GFP–Mud distribution
(d, images representative of quantifications
shown in e) and TCJ intensities (e) in wild-type
(WT), Gli, dlg and pins cells (mean ± s.e.m.).
Fas3, cell contours. Student’s t-test; NS, not
significant; ***P < 0.0005. Scale bars,
1 μm (a–d).
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Figure 2 | TCJs regulate Mud-dependent
microtubule pulling forces to orient divisions. a,
Ablation of astral microtubules (red line), n = 21
cells quantified in b. b, Mean centrosome velocity
relative to microtubule ablation site (left), mean
velocity amplitude after ablation (mean ± s.e.m.,
right) in wild-type, mud, dlg and Gli cells at 25 °C
and in wild-type and glDN cells at 29 °C. Student’s
t-test; *P < 0.05. Orientations in mud, dlg and glDN
differ from wild type (Watson’s U2 test; P < 0.01).
c, d, Cell shape (c) and Mud intensity (d) models:
pulling forces scale with microtubule length (blue
arrows) or Mud cortical intensity (red arrows) to
exert a torque (T, arrows). e–g, Experimental
spindle orientation (green cross) and predictions
based on cell shape (blue circles, f) or GFP–Mud
intensity (red circles, g) potentials at t = −1 min for
cell in e (n = 121 cells). AU, arbitrary units;
WT, wild type. h, Difference between theoretically
predicted (θtheory) (blue, shape; red, GFP–Mud
intensity) and experimental (θdivision) spindle
orientation. Data are duplicated in a lighter
colour relative to 0° line in this and subsequent
plots. Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (P value).
i, Localizations of GFP–Mud in wild-type (n = 54)
and mud (n = 15) cells as well as GFP–MudΔCC in
wild-type (n = 18) and mud (n = 67) cells. j,
Quantifications (mean ± s.e.m.) of GFP–Mud or
GFP–MudΔCC co-localization with Gli in
wild-type and mud cells. Student’s t-test; NS, not
significant. k, Mean centrosome velocity relative to
microtubule ablation (left), mean velocity
amplitude after ablation (mean ± s.e.m., right) in
wild-type and in mud tissues expressing GFP–Mud
or GFP–MudΔCC. Student’s t-test; **P < 0.005.
Orientation in mud, GFP–MudΔCC differs from
wild type (Watson’s U2 test, P < 0.001). l, Difference
between θtheory (from cortical GFP intensity) and
θdivision in mud cells expressing GFP–MudΔCC or
GFP–Mud. GFP–Mud in mud and wild-type
(h, red) tissue are similar (P = 0.12). Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (P values). Scale bars, 1 μm (a, e, i).
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interphase TCJ distribution might account for the Hertwig rule in
tissues. Since our theoretical analysis indicated that spindle orientation is mainly dictated by the anisotropy of the TCJ distribution
(Extended Data Fig. 6h, i), we introduced a TCJ bipolarity quantity
characterized by an anisotropy (η TCJ ) and orientation (θ TCJ ) to
describe the TCJ angular distribution in a given cell (Fig. 3a and
Extended Data Fig. 6j). The TCJ bipolarity anisotropy and orientation can be similar to or distinct from the cell shape anisotropy (or
elongation, η shape ) and long-axis orientation (θshape ; Fig. 3a). We
found that the anisotropy of TCJ bipolarity decreases much less than
cell shape anisotropy during mitotic cell rounding (Fig. 3b). Also,
division orientation predictions based on the TCJ distribution,
unlike those based on cell shape, were similar in interphase and
mitosis (Fig. 3c). These findings support the notion that TCJ bipolarity is a persistent marker of the interphase cell elongation axis
during mitotic rounding. We then measured each cell’s average shape
(θshape ) and TCJ bipolarity (θ TCJ) from 60 to 30 minutes before mitosis (from late G2 interphase to before mitotic rounding) as well as its
division orientation (θdivision). Apart from cases where TCJ and shape
orientation are aligned (|θ TCJ − θshape | < 10 ), TCJ gives better division orientation predictions than cell shape does, and this improvement increases as the difference between shape and TCJ orientation
increases (Fig. 3d, e, g and Extended Data Fig. 9a). This finding applies
for both rounded cells (low η shape ) and elongated cells (high
η shape ) (Extended Data Fig. 9b, c) and thus raises the question of
why cells tend to divide according to their interphase cell long axis.
The distribution of the angular difference between TCJ and shape orientation is broad in rounded cells (low η shape) but narrow in elongated
cells (high η shape ) (Fig. 3h). Accordingly, cell shape does not predict
the cell division axis in rounded cells, and as cell shape anisotropy
increases, the predictions based on cell shape agree more and more
with the predictions based on TCJ bipolarity (Fig. 3f, g and Extended
Data Fig. 9b, c). Hence, in rounded cells TCJ bipolarity and cell shape
orientations may be misaligned and division orientation follows TCJ
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Figure 3 | TCJ distribution accounts for division
orientation along the interphase cell shape.
a, TCJ (red dots) bipolarity and cell shape (blue)
anisotropies η and orientations θ represented
by the length and orientation of red and blue bars.
b, ηTCJ and ηshape from interphase to anaphase
(mean ± s.e.m.). Insets, time-lapse images of a cell
from interphase to mitotic rounding (n = 249 cells).
Student’s t-test; *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.0005. c,
Difference between experimental (θdivision) and
predicted division orientations by the average
(−20 to −10 min interphase, −4 to −3 min
metaphase) cell long axis (θshape) (left) or TCJ
bipolarity (θ TCJ ) (right). Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
(P values). d, Top, θshape and θ TCJ align with θdivision.
Bottom, only θ TCJ aligns with θdivision. Time-lapse
images of 2 cells out of the 29,388 cells analysed.
e, f, Difference between experimental (θdivision) and
predicted division orientations based on interphase
TCJ bipolarity (θ TCJ ) or cell long axis (θshape) for
|θ TCJ − θshape| intervals (e) and indicated ηshape
intervals (f). Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (P values),
percentage of 29,388 cells. g, TCJ bipolarity (θ TCJ )
prediction improvement over cell long axis (θshape)
versus |θ TCJ − θshape|. Mean ± s.e.m. of three
movies for a total of n = 29,388 cells analysed.
h, Differences (green bars, mean ± s.d.) between
θshape and θ TCJ versus ηshape. 4,505 cells (grey dots)
randomly picked from the 29,388 cells analysed.
Correlation coefficient Aexperiment = 0.88.
i, Difference between experimental (θdivision) and
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bipolarity, whereas in elongated cells TCJ bipolarity and cell shape
orientations are aligned in most cases, and the TCJ distribution
ensures that cell division occurs along the former interphase cell long
axis. Lastly, cell division orientation along the interphase cell long
axis and TCJ distribution was strongly reduced in mud mutant tissue
(Fig. 3i and Extended Data Fig. 5f, g). Altogether, we propose that
TCJs, via Mud, constitute the dominant mechanism of division
orientation along the interphase cell long axis.
Why are the orientations of cell long axes and TCJ distributions
aligned? This can be understood by picturing regular hexagonal cells,
which are then pulled. The cell elongation leads to the alignments
of cell shape and TCJ bipolarity orientations with the pulling direction (Fig. 4a). Computer simulation can then be used to model the
disordered case of epithelial cells whose shapes depend on adhesion
and cortical tension19. The simulations reproduce the alignment
between cell shape long axis and TCJ bipolarity orientations as cell
shape anisotropy increases, as well as the average alignment of the
TCJ bipolarity and mechanical strain orientation (Fig. 4b, c, Extended
Data Fig. 10d and Supplementary Video 4). Therefore, generic properties of epithelial cells, adhesion and cortical tension, are sufficient
to reproduce the alignment of TCJ bipolarity and cell shape as their
anisotropy increases. Furthermore, in agreement with the fact that
global mechanical stress tends to elongate cells8,12, the alignment of
TCJ bipolarity with mechanical stress increases as tissue stress anisotropy increases, thus accounting for orientation of divisions along
the global mechanical stress direction (Fig. 4d and Extended Data
Fig. 10c). Our findings indicate that the alignment of TCJ distribution
with cell elongation and mechanical stress axis is a core geometric
property of epithelial tissues and accounts for a role of TCJs as spatial
landmarks that provide the information needed for cell shape and
mechanical strain orientation sensing.
Altogether our findings provide evidence that TCJs can serve as
built-in interphase shape sensors to orient division when the interphase cell shape is well defined. This mechanism is distinct from others
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involving extracellular matrix retraction fibres or signalling17,20–23. It
accounts for the integration of two properties of epithelial division:
orientation along the interphase cell shape and mitotic rounding
(Fig. 4e). The packing of tissue promotes contacts between three (or
more) cells and the formation of TCJs. TCJs are implicated in epithelial barrier function24,25 and are the sites of enrichment of several
proteins including adhesion molecules, cytoskeleton regulators and
Hippo pathway components25–29. The alignment of TCJs with cell
shape or mechanical strain being a geometrical property of epithelia,
TCJs might therefore provide epithelial cells with an axial polarity (or
bipolarity) to couple cell shape and tissue mechanics with adhesion,
cytoskeleton organization and signalling.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Methods

Fly stocks and genetics. Drosophila melanogaster stocks and associated references
are listed in Supplementary Table 2. Flies were crossed and experiments were
performed at 25 °C unless specified otherwise. Male or female pupae were used.
Experiments using the temperature-sensitive allele of p150/Glued, D82glued30 were
performed as previously described for temperature-controlled experiments in the
Drosophila pupa13. Loss-of-function, gain-of-function and dual-coloured-patches
experiments were carried out using the FLP/FRT or the MARCM techniques31–33.
Somatic clones were induced in the second instar larval stage by heat shock (20 min
at 37 °C for FRT19A and FRT40A, 1 h at 37 °C for FRT42D) and analysed 3–4 days
after clone induction in 12–20 h after pupa formation (hAPF) pupae. The analyses of dlgm52 loss-of-function clones were performed in small clones (3 days after
induction) to avoid apical–basal polarity defects34.
Molecular biology. To create the GFP–Mud or ChFP–Mud transgenes under the
control of Mud endogenous promoter, we used recombineering35,36 to introduce
a GFP or ChFP tag at the ATG of the mud open reading frame in the CH322147E14 BAC genomic clone (BACPAC Resources Center). This BAC clone contains
~19.5 kb of X chromosome genomic region including ~3.3 kb upstream of the
mud mRNA 5′ and 5.4 kb downstream of the mud 3′ mRNA and thus most of the
coding regions of genes proximal and distal to mud locus.
First a galK cassette, amplified with primers F (5′-CATACATATACGGG
CGCACACACACCCATAAAAACGCACAAAAATTCGCACCTGTTGACAA
TTAATCATCGGCA-3′) and R (5′-GATTTACATACCCACTGGAGTA
GGACCTTGCGCCAGCTGCGCGTGTCCATTCAGCACTGTCCTGCTCC TT3′) (underlined bases indicate galK sequences), was inserted via recombination at the N terminus of the mud open reading frame. After positive
selection, the galK cassette was replaced with a GFP tag, primers F
(5′-CATACATATACGGGCGCACACACACCCATAAAAACGCACAAAAATT
CGCAATGGTGAGCAA GGGCGA GGA-3′) and R (5′-GATTTACATACCCAC
TGGAGTAGGACCTTGCGCCAGCTGCGCGTGTCCATCTTGTACAGCTCG
TC CATGC-3′) (underscored letters for GFP sequences) or with a ChFP tag,
primers F (5′-CATACATATACGGGCGCACACACACCCATAAAAACGCA
CAAAAATTCGCAATGGTG AGCAAGGGCGAGGAGGATAACATG-3′)
and R (5′-GATTT ACATACCCACTGGAGTAGGACCTTGCGCCAGCTG
CGCG TGTCCATCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCCGCCGGTGGA-3′)
(underscored letters for ChFP sequences) via recombination and negative selection for galK37. The attB-P[acman-GFP-Mud]-CmR-BW was integrated into the
PBac{y[+]-attP-9A}VK00030 landing site at 50E1, PBac{y[+]-attP-9A}VK00031
landing site at 62E1 and PBac{y[+]-attP-9A}VK00033 landing site at 65B2. The
attB-P[acman-ChFP-Mud]-CmR-BW was integrated into the PBac{y[+]-attP-9A}
VK00030 landing site at 50E1, PBac{y[+]-attP-9A}VK00031.
Deletions within the GFP–Mud genomic region were created by recombineering using a neomycin resistance cassette flanked by loxP sites38, which were
amplified by PCR (see below), at the amino acid positions shown in Extended
Data Fig. 8a. Upon neomycin selection, the cassette was removed by Cremediated recombination38 leaving behind a 78 bp loxP site sequence. The following primers were used for PCR: MudΔCH: F (5′-CATACATATACGGGCGCA
CACACACCCATAAAAACGCACAAAAATTCGCAGGCCTGGTGATG ATGG
CGGGATC-3′) and R (5′-CTGCTGGGAAGACATGGGCTGACTGAGGTC
GAAACCCCTTGTCG GTAAACTCAGAAGAACTCGTCAAG AAGGCG-3′,
Note that the MudΔCH is not tagged with GFP); GFP–MudΔCC:
F (5′ -GGCTGT TGAC GC GC GAATATCT TAGC CAGGC GATC GC
CAACGTTGCAGTTCGTTCCTTGTATACGGCGGAGGTGACGCGCATGAAG
GAGAAGCAGGAACG-3′) and R (5′-CGTTCCTGCTTCTCCTTCATG
CGCGTCACCTCCGCCGTATACAAGGAACGAACTGCAACGTTGGCGATC
GC CTGGCTAAGATATTCGCGCGTCAACAGCC-3′); GFP–MudΔPins:
F (5′-CCGT T TCGTCCAGT TCGTCGGCGCCGAA CGATGACTG
GCAGCCCTTCAAGCGCCACTCCGGCTCCCAGATAAC-3′) and R
(5′-CTTACTTTGAGATCTTCGTCCTGGCTGCCCAAATCATATTGGGCAGC
ATAACT AGTGGATCCCCT CGAGGGACC TAATAAC-3′) and GFP–
MudΔTM: F (5′-AATTCACACAACTGGTGGCCGCCTCTTGCAGTAATAT
CACTACGACTAGCTAGAAGCGGCAACGAAAGCAATGGGAAACGCACAA
ATCTTGCTGATGATC-3′) and R (5′-GATCATCAGCAAGATTTGTGC
GTTTCCCATTGCTTTCGTTGCCGCTTCTAGCTAGTCGTAGTGATATTAC
TGCAAGAGGCGGCCACCAGTTGTGTGAATT-3′).
The MudΔCH, GFP–MudΔPins, GFP–MudΔCC and GFP–MudΔTM BAC
constructs were integrated at the (PBac{y[+]-attP-9A}VK00030 landing site at
50E1 and at the PBac{y[+]-attP-9A}VK00033 landing site at 65B2.
A deletion of the C-terminal domain of Mud including the Pins and microtubule binding domains (MudΔC) (see Extended Data Fig. 8a) was created
using the CRISPR/Cas9 system39 at the endogenous mud locus. Two sgRNAs
(upstream targeting sequence; 5′-CATCCAGTCTA ACCAGGCGGAGG-3′ and

downstream targeting sequence: 5′-AGATGAGGCGCCGGTCATGTTGG-3′)
were inserted into pU6B-sgRNA-short40 and co-injected with purified ssODN
5′-GGCTGCTTCTCGCTTCCAACCAAGAGTTGGAAGAACTAAATTCCAT
CCAGTCTAACCAGGT-Δ-GACCGGCGCCTCATCTTGTACAGTCTATTCGA
TCGGCAGTG TGCACATGCAGC CGCTGC-3′ (Δ denotes position of the
deletion) in the vas-Cas9 line41. Resulting F1 flies were screened for germline
transmission of the deletion by single fly PCR. The F2 progeny was sequenced to
confirm the deletion of the C terminus domain.
Immunohistochemistry and fixed tissue imaging. Pupae were dissected and
fixed as previously described42. Primary antibodies were: rabbit anti-Gαi (1:500,
provided by J. A. Knoblich), rabbit anti-Mud (aa375-549) (1:1,000 (ref. 43), mouse
anti-Gli (1:250 (ref. 44), mouse anti-Dlg (1:1,000, DSHB, 4F3), mouse anti-FasIII
(1:50, DSHB, 7G10), guinea-pig anti-Cora (1:2,000 (ref. 45), rabbit anti-GFP
(1:2,000, Molecular Probes). Fluorescent secondary antibodies were: Alexa-488
goat-anti-rabbit IgG (1:500, Molecular Probes), Cy2, Cy3 and Cy5 donkeyanti-mouse IgGs (1:500, Jackson ImmunoResearch). Images were collected with
confocal microscopes (LSM710NLO or LSM780, Carl Zeiss). All images are
maximum projections of a z-stack unless otherwise indicated.
Live imaging. Pupae were prepared for live imaging as described previously46.
Samples were imaged at 25 °C or 29 °C with either an inverted confocal spinning disk microscope from Nikon or Zeiss using either 40× NA1.3 OIL DIC
H/N2 WD0.2 PL FLUOR, 60× NA1.4 OIL DIC N2 PL APO VC, 63× NA1.4 OIL
DICII PL APO or 100× NA1.4 OIL DIC N2 PL APO VC objectives and either a
CoolSNAP HQ2 (Photometrics), an EMCCD Evolve (Photometrics) or a CMOS
(Hamamtsu) camera. Live images of FUCCI and GFP–Mud were acquired using
a confocal microscope (LSM780, Carl Zeiss) and 63× NA1.4 OIL DICII PL APO
objective. To improve signal-to-noise ratio, videos and images for display and segmentation were either deconvolved using Huygens software (Scientific Volume
Imaging) or denoised using Safir software47. Average projections of raw z-stack
images were used for intensity measurements.
Unless specified otherwise, all experiments on dividing cells were performed
during the first round of cell divisions in the notum tissue (12–20 hAPF). In the
analyses (unless mentioned otherwise), the time (t) equals 0 was set at anaphase
onset defined by the initial cell elongation and/or centrosome movements towards
the cortex.
Photobleaching of GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC in neighbouring cells. Since
the cortical GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC signals at the TCJ has contributions
from both the dividing cell and its neighbouring cells, we performed prediction
of spindle orientation based on GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC intensity upon photobleaching of GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC in the neighbouring cells, the residual
GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC signal reflecting more faithfully the distribution of
GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC at the TCJ in the dividing cells. Having found by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) that GFP–Mud turnover at TCJs
is on the order of tens of seconds (t1/2 = 21 ± 7 s, n = 28, data not shown), a region of
approximately two cell diameters was photobleached (491 nm laser at 100% power,
12 iterations) around a dividing cell, which was identified by the accumulation of
GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC at the spindle poles. Following photobleaching of
GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC in neighbouring cells, confocal z-stacks of 14 slices
(0.5 μm per slice) were acquired every 1 min. Cells were used for predictions of
mitotic spindle orientation when their anaphase onset (t = 0) occurred at least
4 min after photobleaching ensuring that the GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC signal
are mainly contributed by the dividing cells.
Segmentation and tracking of cells during tissue development. To record cell
division orientation, cell shape and TCJ bipolarity during development, maximal
projected images of multiscale time-lapse videos of pupa notum tissue labelled
with either E-Cad–GFP (16–28 z-stacks 0.5 μm per slice, 0.322 μm per pixel, 5 min
per acquisition, labelling of the apical adherens junctions) or Dlg–GFP (20 z-stacks
0.5 μm per slice, 0.205 μm per pixel, 3 min per acquisition, labelling of the septate
junctions) were segmented and cell divisions were tracked as in refs 13,48.
GFP–Mud kymograph from interphase to mitosis. To generate the kymograph
of the GFP–Mud signal around the cell contour from interphase to anaphase, the
cell contour was manually segmented using the GFP–Mud signal. The GFP–Mud
intensity of the fluorescence signal was recorded as a function of the angle θ of
each contour pixel around the centre of mass and then plotted as a line for each
time point.
Laser ablations of astral microtubules and estimation of cortical forces. Laser
ablation of astral microtubules were performed in cells labelled with Jupiter–GFP
or αTub–GFP (microtubule markers) and Sas-4–RFP, Spd-2–RFP or YFP–Asl (centrosome markers) as well as Dlg–GFP or Nrg–GFP (septate junction markers).
Images were captured using a two-photon laser-scanning microscope (LSM710
NLO, Carl Zeiss) equipped with a 63× NA1.4 OIL DICII PL APO objective (digital
zoom 3×) in single-photon bidirectional scan mode lasting δt = 756 ms. The astral
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microtubules of mitotic spindles, which were parallel to the plane of the epithelial tissue were severed (t3) using the Ti:Sapphire laser (Mai Tai DeepSee, Spectra
Physics) at 890 nm with <100 fs pulses with a 80 MHz repetition rate typically set
at 60% power.
To measure the recoil velocity (amplitude and orientation) of the centrosomes
upon astral microtubule ablation, all spindles were registered horizontally with
the ablated astral microtubules at the top right and the centrosome positioned
at the origin. Centrosome movements were then manually tracked. The velocity
(amplitude and orientation) was measured between t2 and t20.
Image quantifications and GFP–Mud and GFP–MudΔCC localization
analyses. To measure and compare the TCJ accumulation of GFP–Mud in wildtype, pins, Gli and dlg cells (Fig. 1e), confocal z-stack average projections at the
level of the septate junction (labelled by FasIII, Cora, PH–ChFP or mRFP) were
generated using ImageJ from fixed (pins and dlg) or live (wild-type and Gli)
tissues harbouring wild-type, Gli, dlg and pins mutant cells. Using FasIII, Cora,
PH–ChFP or mRFP labelling, the positions of the TCJs in each cell were manually
determined. The FasIII, Cora, PH–ChFP or mRFP labelling were used to draw a
mask (5 pixels wide) delineating the cell outline at the level of the mitotic spindle
(as determined by GFP–Mud localization at the spindle poles) of (pro)metaphase
cells. Following background subtraction, the mean intensity at TCJs (10° over each
TCJ) was divided by the mean intensity along the rest of the cell outline to obtain
the accumulation at TCJs. Significance was determined using Student’s t-test.
To compare the GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC distributions at TCJ in wildtype, pins and mud tissues (Fig. 2j or Extended Data Fig. 7b), their co-localization
with Gli was quantitatively compared as follows. Confocal z-stack average
projections at the level of the septate junction of fixed (pro)metaphase cells (as
determined by DAPI staining) expressing either GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC
and labelled with Gli and Coracle (Cora, a septate junction marker) were generated using ImageJ. Using the Cora staining, a mask 5 pixels wide was manually
drawn to measure the raw fluorescent intensity profiles of GFP–Mud or GFP–
MudΔCC and Gli in (pro)metaphase cells (as determined by DAPI staining)
which were normalized by their total fluorescence intensity upon subtraction of
the background intensity. The co-localization factor (C, vertical axis Fig. 2j and
Extended Data Fig. 7b) between GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC and Gli was then
determined by calculating the area between the GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC
and Gli normalized intensity curves.

C=1−

1
2

2π

∫ |GFP(θ) − Gli(θ)| dθ
0

C equals 1 if the two proteins perfectly co-localize and equals 0 if the two proteins
do not co-localize. The comparisons of the distribution of GFP–Mud, GFP–
MudΔCC in wild-type and mud tissues were performed blind (Fig. 2j). Significance
was determined using Student’s t-test.
Measurement of apical–basal (AB) angle of the spindle αAB. The AB orientations
of the mitotic spindle (αAB) in the different experimental conditions were determined by measuring the orientation of the centrosomes (marked by Spd-2–RFP,
Sas-4–RFP or Sas-4–GFP) relative to the plane of the epithelial tissue (labelled by
αTub–GFP, Jupiter–GFP or RFP–αTub) using a custom ImageJ plugin. Statistical
significance was assessed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
Analyses of cell rounding and mitotic spindle prediction from interphase cell
shape and TCJ bipolarity. The analyses of cell rounding from t = −60 min to
cytokinesis was performed using Dlg–GFP. The mitotic spindle being positioned
at the level of the septate junction (Extended Data Fig. 1g-i), the segmentation of
Dlg–GFP cortical signal recapitulates cell shape changes at the level of the spindle and the distributions of TCJ where GFP–Mud is enriched in interphase and
mitosis. Owing to the spreading of the Dlg–GFP cortical signal along the lateral
domain of the cell, the accurate segmentation of the cortical Dlg–GFP signal was
achieved by manual correction of each individual cell. This can only be performed
on a limited number of cells during their cell cycle (n = 249 cells from 2 distinct
videos, 3 min temporal resolution).
In order to compare the prediction based on cell shape long axis versus TCJ
bipolarity, a very large number of segmented cells are needed. We therefore used
E-Cad–GFP time-lapse videos (5 min temporal resolution) since the segmentation
of the E-Cad–GFP signal can be readily automated and accurate segmentation
of cell shapes and TCJ positions can be achieved for a very large number of cells.
Quantifications shown in Fig. 3e–g and Extended Data Fig. 9 were obtained from
29,388 cells analysed from 3 distinct videos.
To compare the prediction based on cell shape long axis versus TCJ bipolarity
in wild-type (6 videos, n = 4,860 cells) and mud (8 videos, n = 7,770 cells) mutant
tissue, predictions were performed in a specific region of the tissue were spindle
misorientation along the AB is very weak (Extended Data Fig. 5f, g).

Upon Dlg–GFP signal or E-Cad–GFP signal segmentation and cell tracking,
the following measurements were determined using Matlab.
(i) The experimental cell division orientation (θdivision) was determined as the
orthogonal of the interface between the two daughter cells upon cytokinesis.
θdivision, which correlates very well with cell division orientation measured by the
positions of the two centrosomes at metaphase (R = 0.91, n = 127 cells, data not
shown) as established using time-lapse videos of E-Cad–GFP- and Spd-2–mRFP
(centrosome marker)-labelled epithelial tissue.
(ii) To characterize cell shape elongation (ηshape) and cell shape long axis orientation (θshape), each cell region was used to construct its inertia matrix.
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where npix is the number of pixels in the cell and →
rp = (xp, yp) are the vectors pointing from the barycentre of the cell to each pixel of the cell, p. Its eigenvalues λ S, Λ S,
with 0 < λ S < Λ S, have the dimensions of a squared distance. Its eigenvector associated to ΛS defines the direction of the cell’s long-axis (θshape ). The cell shape
anisotropy was defined as a dimensionless number, which ranged from 0 for a cell
perfectly circular, to 1 for an infinitely stretched cell:ηshape = 1 − λ S / Λ S.
(iii) To characterize the anisotropy (η TCJ ) and orientation of the TCJ (θ TCJ )
angular distribution, we built the ‘TCJ bipolarity’ matrix V :
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uv are the unit vectors pointwhere nTCJ is the number of TCJs in the cell and the 
→
ing from the barycentre of the cell to each cell TCJ, v (that is, 
uv = →
rv / |→
rv |)
(Extended Data Fig. 6j). Its eigenvalues λTCJ, ΛTCJ, with 0 < λTCJ < ΛTCJ, are dimensionless numbers. Its eigenvector associated to ΛTCJ defines the direction of the
long axis of the TCJ bipolarity (θ TCJ). The TCJ distribution anisotropy was defined
as a dimensionless number, ranging from 0 for TCJ uniformly distributed around
the cell, to 1 for the theoretical case of TCJ split in two groups diametrically
opposed: η TCJ = 1 − λTCJ / ΛTCJ .
Note that unlike the cell inertia S that is calculated using all the pixels making
→
uv pointing from the
up the cell, the TCJ bipolarity V solely uses the unit vectors 
cell centre to each cell TCJ. By doing so, the TCJ bipolarity disentangles the characterization of the TCJ distribution from cell shape measurement, and any correlation observed between the two quantities is not due a shape bias in the TCJ
bipolarity measurement. In the example shown in Extended Data Fig. 6j, although
→
uv
the two cells have different shape anisotropies, they share the same set of 
vectors and have therefore the same TCJ bipolarity.
Both cell shape anisotropy and TCJ anisotropy were normalized to their respective averages over all the cells in the tissue. The cell shape and TCJ distribution
anisotropies are represented with bars whose directions give the direction of their
respective anisotropies and whose length is proportional to the magnitude of the
normalized anisotropy.
To compare the orientations of the cell shape long axis or the TCJ bipolarity axis
with the cell division orientation, the cell shape and TCJ distribution tensors S and
V were averaged during late interphase from 60 to 30 min before the end of cytokinesis. The orientations θshape and θTCJ of the resulting averaged tensors were then
compared to the experimental cell division orientation, θdivison.
The improvement of spindle orientation prediction is calculated as
N TCJ
− 1 × 100 . NS is the number of cells for which |θdivison − θshape| ≤ 15° ,
NS
and NTCJ is the number of cells for which |θdivision − θTCJ| ≤ 15° . The mean
improvement and its standard deviation were calculated using the improvement
values from three different videos. Similar improvement values are found when
determining NS and NTCJ for |θdivision − θshape|and |θdivision − θTCJ|below 5°, 10°, 20°
or 25°.
The correlation coefficient A between TCJ bipolarity and cell long axis orientation is calculated as

(

)

A=

2 ∑iN= 1 ηicos 2(Δθi)
∑iN= 1 ηi

−1

where N is the total number of cells analysed. For each cell, Δθi equals θ TCJ − θshape
and ηi is the cell shape anisotropy. The correlation coefficient A ranged from −1
for complete anti-correlation to 1 for complete correlation. In between, a homogeneous distribution indicating an absence of correlation led to A = 0. The correlation coefficient was calculated over all 4,504 simulated cells or over an equal
number of experimental cells randomly picked (n = 4,505) among the 29,388 cells
analysed in Fig. 3e–g and Extended Data Fig. 9.
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As cell division is symmetric in size in the Drosophila notum we have focused on
the anisotropy and the orientation of the distribution of the TCJ (bipolarity). The
analysis of the asymmetry of TCJ distribution in epithelial tissue where epithelial
cells undergo unequal size distribution might provide insights on how unequal
daughter cells are generated in epithelial tissue.
Numerical simulations. We used numerical simulations based on the cellular Potts
model, which is particularly relevant in biology to describe variable cell shape, size,
packing and irregular fluctuating interfaces of cells48–50. We consider a 2D square
lattice. Each pixel i has an integer index σi The mth cell is defined as the domain
consisting of all pixels with the same index value σi = m. The number of pixels that
cell has defines its cell area. A cell shape changes when one of its pixels is attributed
to another cell. Here, the evolution is driven by the minimization of a total energy
E, which has three physical ingredients: interfacial energy, area constraints and an
external force applied to the patch of cells. Since the calculations are performed on
a lattice, we have

E = Λ ∑ [ 1 − δ(σi, σj)]+ γ
i, j

∑ (A m − A 0 ) 2 + k ∑ (x i − x 0 )
m

i

The first term represents the contribution of the energy of the interfaces between
the cells. Minimizing this term leads to perimeter minimization (δ is the Kronecker
symbol and Λ is interfacial energy). The second term keeps each cell area Am close
to its predefined target value A0 (γ is the compressibility). The balance between
this term and the preceding one simulates a tissue relaxing towards mechanical
equilibrium. The third term describes an energy gradient51,52, that is, an elastic
force field, which pulls on the tissue in opposite directions (k is an elastic constant
and x0 is the x position of the centre of the simulated field).
The algorithm to minimize E uses Monte Carlo sampling and the Metropolis
algorithm, as follows. We randomly draw (without replacement) a lattice pixel and
one of its eight neighbouring pixels. If both pixels belong to different cells, we try
to copy the state of the neighbouring pixel to the first one. If the copying decreases
E, we accept it, and if it increases E, we accept it with probability P = e−ΔE/ T, where
ΔE = E after − E before. The prefactor T is a fluctuation (random copying) allowance.
Because all energy parameters are scalable with T , we can fix it without loss of
generality; for numerical convenience, we choose numbers on the order of 103. We
define one Monte Carlo time step (MCS) as the number of random drawings equal
to the number of lattice pixels. We ran simulations during 600 MCS to reach a
tissue shape that no longer evolves (initial image). We then applied a constant bulk
force that stretched a tissue and ran the simulations for 600 MCS (final image). To
obtain a large range of cell anisotropies in the simulations we used simulations with
an elastic constant, k = [0 ; 0.5 ; 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 ; 5 ; 10]. For each value of k, 5 simulations
(with about 170 cells in each simulation) were run. Using the initial and final
images, the tissue elongation along the direction of stretching was calculated for
each simulation as the relative increase in distances between landmarks. On the
final image, the segmented cell contours were used to determine the tensors V (TCJ
bipolarity) and S (inertia matrix) for each cell as well as their averages over all cells
in the simulation.
Mechanical stress estimation and TCJ bipolarity orientation. To compare the
mechanical stress and TCJ bipolarity orientations as a function of the normal
mechanical stress difference (σyy − σxx ), we used σyy − σxx experimental values of
the estimated mechanical stress obtained up to a prefactor by Bonnet et al.53 measured from 12 hAPF to 28 hAPF in the medial region of the scutellum, where the
mechanical stress is oriented along the medial–lateral axis (σxy = 0 and θstress = 0).
The experimental orientation of mechanical stress for each ablation was compared
to the average TCJ bipolarity orientation determined using the segmented cell
outlines of the E-Cad–GFP cells within the rim of ablated cells (Extended Data
Fig. 10a, b).
Predictions of spindle orientation based on experimental Mud distribution and
cell shape. For predictions of the mitotic spindle orientation based on GFP–Mud
or GFP–MudΔCC signals (hereafter referred to as Mud fluorescence signal) in
wild-type and mud tissues, average intensity (2–4 μm) projections centred around
the plane of the centrosomes were generated using a custom ImageJ plugin for the
t = −2 min and t = −1 min frames (t = 0 corresponding to the anaphase onset).
A 5-pixel mask that does not overlap with the GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC centrosome signal was drawn around the cortex to determine, using a Matlab script,
the shape of the dividing cell as well as the cortical Mud signal profiles. The experimental orientation of the mitotic spindle and the positions of the two centrosomes
were manually determined using the GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC accumulation
at the spindle poles (Fig. 2e,i).
The model predicting spindle orientation from cell shape is similar to the one
used in refs 8,18. The model based on Mud fluorescence signal is adapted from
this previous model and inputs the distribution of cortical intensity of GFP–Mud
or GFP–MudΔCC obtained from a fluorescence image in a mitotic cell17,18.

This intensity computed around the cell contour is renormalized, so that the sum
of intensities around each treated cell is the same. For each cell, we aimed to compute the global torque T generated as a function of the spindle orientation angle θ
(Fig. 2d, g). For each possible spindle orientation θ , (θ varying from 0 to π) we
generate two asters of N microtubules nucleated at a constant angular density ρ
from centrosomes placed at a distance ± L / 2 from the spindle centre along the
axis θ . Both L, which represents the spindle length, and the spindle centre are
computed from the experimental position of the two centrosomes (Fig. 2e).
A microtubule projecting at an angle φ with respect to the spindle contacts the cortex
at a given location with a GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC concentration C mud and is
assumed to pull on the spindle pole it is connected to with a force f [C mud (θ , φ )]
that scales with C mud : f [C mud (θ , φ )]~ (C mud)α, with the exponent α representing
putative nonlinearity in how Mud may influence astral microtubule pulling forces.
This yields a torque, τ(θ , φ ), at the spindle centre projected along the z axis:

τ (θ , φ ) =

L
f [C mud(θ , φ )]sin(φ )
2

The resultant total torque T (θ ) generated by the two asters is then obtained by
summing the projected torques over all microtubules:

L
T (θ ) =
2

Φ
2

∫

f [C mud(θ , φ )]sin(φ )ρ dφ

−Φ
2

where Φ is the total angular width of the aster. Initial tests of the model showed
that, above a certain threshold, the number of microtubules N (or equivalently the
angular density: ρ = N / Φ), does not materially impact axis definition (Extended
Data Fig. 6c–f). Thus, in the model, we keep N as a silent parameter, by normalizing the total torque with N . The stable theoretical axis orientation, θtheory can be
identified from the minima of the potential U (θ ) computed as a primitive of T (θ ),
and compared with the experimental division axis θdivision (Fig. 2f–h and Extended
Data Fig. 6g).
The quality of the prediction was computed based on the magnitude of the
angular deviation between the model and the experiments, |θtheory − θdivision| .
Overall, the model based on the Mud distribution accounts for observed spindle
orientation, with a mean angular deviation magnitude of 27.7° ± 11.9° (n = 140
cells). The shape-based model applied to these same cells predicted a higher mean
deviation magnitude of 37.6° ± 12.3° (n = 140 cells). An open question is why the
model based on Mud distribution predicts spindle orientation within only 27.7°
For comparison, a previous model applied to dividing sea urchin eggs of various
shapes made predictions within 15.6°. Although we cannot fully preclude the
existence of Mud-independent secondary systems that contribute to spindle orientation, it is important to outline the structural differences in models and biological systems that could explain these differences. One first difference is that
the Mud model infers a fluorescence signal distribution which could be in part
affected by the imaging itself, yielding variations in Mud signal peak heights or
widths which do not reflect the actual force field. In agreement with this, the same
model run with cells where the neighbours are not photobleached makes predictions within 32.4°(n = 241 cells, data not shown). Another probably more important difference is that in Drosophila epithelial cells the spindles move with a
time-scale close to mitosis duration (data not shown). By contrast, in large cells
like zygotes and blastomeres, division axes are stably set for tens of minutes with
negligible movement and rotation of the spindles18,54. Although the lack of a
standardized Mud distribution precludes us from computing the effective temperature of the system, the difference in spindle movements suggests that the noise
in the Drosophila epithelial system studied is much larger than in the other cell
types previously analysed.
Predictions of spindle orientation at the tissue scale based on TCJ anisotropy.
In order to study spindle orientation across the entire tissue, we used the bipolarity axis of the TCJ distribution in each cell as a proxy for a prediction based on the
full Mud protein distribution (see Fig. 3 and the discussion of the tensor V above).
This quantity has the advantages that it relies only on a marker (E-Cad–GFP or
Dlg–GFP) that can be reliably imaged over the necessary length and time scales
and that the predicted spindle orientations can be computed in a reasonable time,
even for tens of thousands of cells. In this section, we show how the bipolarity axis
arises naturally as an approximation to a more detailed description that explicitly
calculates forces and torques.
We begin by examining in general terms how a cortical force distribution
translates into a potential U(θ) governing the spindle orientation. In the context
of this analytic formulation, we assume that the rounded, mitotic cells are
approximately circles with radius R and centre coinciding with the centre of
the spindle. Points on the cortex can then be labelled by their angle with the
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positive x axis. If the spindle makes an angle θ with the positive x axis, then a
microtubule projecting from one of the spindle poles at an angle φ to the spindle
contacts the cortex at an angle β = θ + ψ to the positive x axis, where ψ satisfies
cot(φ ) = cot(ψ ) − ε / sin(ψ ) with ε = L / 2R . (Extended Data Fig. 6h). With
this relation, one can translate the integral (see above) over φ giving the net torque
into an integral over the circle of the form

T (θ ) =

ρL
2

π

∫ [f (β) + f (β + π)]τ(β − θ) dβ

−π

Similarly, the potential can be written as

U (θ ) =

ρL
2

π

∫ [f (β) + f (β + π)]u (β − θ) dβ

−π

Here, we have suppressed the explicit dependence of the force f on C mud, and the
kernel u (ψ ) is a 2π-periodic function given, for −π < ψ ≤ π, by


ε − cos(ψ )

, |ψ | < Ψ
 1 + ε 2 − 2ε cos(ψ )

,
u (ψ ) = 

ε − cos(Ψ)
, |ψ | ≥ Ψ

2
 1 + ε − 2ε cos(Ψ)
where Ψ is related to Φ as cot(Φ / 2) = cot(Ψ) − ε / sin(Ψ).
Importantly, u (ψ ) is hence a symmetric function whose magnitude peaks at
ψ = 0. That is, within our model the net effect of the microtubules is to act as a
linear filter that smooths out the cortical Mud distribution without otherwise altering it. We therefore expect that the spindle should generally prefer to orient itself
towards the direction of highest Mud concentration but that it is more sensitive to
relatively wide, broad peaks of Mud than to the fine details of a rapidly varying
Mud distribution. This idea can be expressed more formally by Fourier transforming the periodic functions U, f and u . With U (θ ) = ∑ n Unexp(inθ ), and similarly
for f and u , we have Un = ρLfn u n for n even and Un = 0 for n odd. The magnitudes
of the coefficients u n are plotted in Extended Data Fig. 6i. As expected, the filter
decreases the importance of components with higher n relative to the dominant
n = 2 mode. Thus, the orientation of the n = 2 mode of the force distribution f (β )
gives the natural, leading approximation to the location of the minimum of U (θ ).
For forces centred on the TCJs (where the Mud concentration is highest), the n = 2
mode of the TCJ distribution similarly gives the natural proxy for f2 and thus for
the orientation of the mitotic spindle. Moreover, the orientation of this bipolar
mode can be computed far more efficiently than can the location of the global
minimum of a potential including all Fourier modes. Indeed, it is a standard result
that this orientation corresponds with the anisotropy axis of the second rank
tensor V defined previously. This makes it especially appropriate for use in our
tissue-scale calculations.
Statistics. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. Sample
sizes vary in each experiment. Statistical significances of protein distribution and
velocity amplitude were assessed using Student’s t-test, the distribution normalities
were checked using Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. In cases where the variances were
different, significance was assessed using the unequal variance t-test. The angular distribution of velocity was assessed using Watson’s U2 test for circular data.
GFP–Mud localization at TCJ and GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC co-localization
with Gli in the different mutant backgrounds were analysed blindly. Kolmogorov–
Smirnov tests were used to analyse differences in αAB spindle orientations and
differences in division orientation. P values greater than 0.05 are indicated as not
significant in figure legends or graphs. Predictions of division orientation based
on GFP–Mud or GFP–MudΔCC in mud or wild-type tissues were performed
blindly. Experiments were not randomized and every experiment was repeated at
least three independent times.
Code availability. Matlab code used to segment and track cells has been previously
published13. Matlab code used to determine division orientation, cell shape and
TCJ bipolarity upon cell segmentation and tracking are available upon request.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | See next page for figure caption.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Mud, Pins, Gαi and Gli localization during
symmetric epithelial cell division in the Drosophila notum. a, b, Within
the Drosophila pupal notum tissue cells divide according to their
intephasic cell shape long axis, thereby following the 130-year-old Hertwig
rule. However, upon entry into mitosis cells round up (the cell shown in
a, −15 to −2 min and Fig. 3b). a, Time-lapse images of Dlg–GFP in a
dividing cell (out of 249 cells quantified in b) in the pupal notum tissue
illustrating cell rounding during mitosis (the same cell is shown as inset in
Fig. 3b). Prior to mitosis (−30 min) the cell (marked by asterisk) is clearly
elongated and divides according to its interphasic cell shape (5 min). Upon
entry into mitosis (−15 min) the cell rounds up and reaches a minimal
anisotropy just before anaphase (−2 min, see also Fig. 3b). b, Rose plot of
the difference between the experimental (θdivision) and predicted division
orientations by the average (60–30 min before mitosis) interphase cell long
axis (θshape). The data are duplicated relative to 0° line (light green).
Number of cells (n) analysed is indicated. c–e, Gαi localization in fixed
epithelial dorsal thorax tissue (c), Pins–YFP localization in pins mutant
tissue (d) and GFP–Mud localization (e) showing cells in G2 interphase
(left) and mitosis (right). Gαi is hardly detected at the cell cortex in G2
phase and is mostly homogenously distributed around the cortex during
mitosis. Pins–YFP is homogenously distributed around the cell cortex in
both interphase and mitotic cells. In mitosis Pins–YFP also weakly
localizes at the mitotic spindle. GFP–Mud localizes at TCJs during
interphase and mitosis (see also f). n = 24 cells (c, left); n = 19 cells
(c, right); n = 80 cells (d, left); n = 12 cells (d, right); n = 111 cells (e, left)
and 54 cells (e, right). f, GFP–Mud time-lapse images from G2 interphase

to telophase (n = 21 cells). White arrows, GFP–Mud at TCJs (numbered at
t = −22 min). Red and yellow arrowheads, GFP–Mud on the spindle and
its poles, respectively. The same panels −22 min to 4 min are shown in
Fig. 1a. See also Supplementary Video 1. g, Apical–basal (AB) sections of
the cell in f at t = −22 min (top) and t = −1 min (bottom). White arrows,
GFP–Mud at TCJs. n = 21 cells. h, GFP–Mud kymograph along the cortex
(x axis) from t = −22 to t = 0 min of the cell in f. TCJs numbered as in f.
The kymograph shows that during mitotic rounding GFP–Mud spread
only modestly along the cortex of the dividing cell. n = 21 cells. i, AB
sections of GFP–Mud, adherens junction marker E-Cad and septate
junction marker Dlg (top, n = 16 cells) or septate TCJ marker Gli (bottom,
n = 30 cells). j–m, Localizations of GFP–Mud (white in j–m and green in
j′′–m′′) and Gli (white in j′–m′ and red in j′′–m′′) in fixed pupal wing
(j, k) and larval wing disc (l, m) tissues. GFP–Mud co-localizes with Gli at
TCJs in G2 interphase and mitotic cells in both the pupal wing and larval
wing disc epithelium. Asterisks mark Mud punctate structures present on
the nuclear envelope of early G1 cells. Yellow arrows indicate GFP–Mud on
the spindle poles. n = 20 cells (j, j′′); n = 5 cells (k, k′′); n = 63 cells (l, l′′)
and n = 12 cells (m–m′′). n, o, Localizations of Mud (white in n, o and
green in n′′, o′′) and Gli (white in n′, o′ and red in n′′, o′′) detected by
antibody staining in G2 interphase and mitotic cells in the pupal dorsal
thorax tissue. As observed for GFP–Mud (Fig. 1b and Extended data
Fig. 1j–m), the endogenous Mud is enriched at TCJ where it co-localizes
with Gli in G2 interphase and mitotic cells. Yellow arrows indicate Mud on
the spindle poles. n = 37 cells (n, n′′) and n = 21 cells (o, o′′). Scale bars,
1 μm (a, c, d–g, i, j, k, l, m, n, o), 3 min (h).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | GFP–Mud localizes at TCJ from G2 interphase
to mitosis. a, Scheme depicting the accumulation of the Drosophila
FUCCI reporters during the cell cycle. ECFP–E2F1 accumulates during G1
phase, G2 phase and mitosis, whereas mRFP1–CycB accumulates during
S phase, G2 phase and mitosis55. b, Localization of GFP–Mud (green left
column and white in the second column panels), mRFP1–CycB (red in
the left column and white in the third column panels) and ECFP–E2F1
(blue in the left column and white in the right column panels) in epithelial
cells of the pupal notum tissue. Confocal sections at the level of septate
junctions are shown. Cells in G1 (n = 21), S (n = 6), G2 (n = 35) phases
and mitosis (n = 6) are indicated in the left panels. During both G1 and
S phase (upper two rows of panels), GFP–Mud is weakly localized at the
nuclear envelope membrane, weakly localized at the cortex and at the
apically localized centrioles (not shown). During G2 phase GFP–Mud

becomes prominently localized at the TCJ (one cell in the first row of
panels and two cells in the third row of panels). Arrows indicate examples
of TCJ GFP–Mud accumulation. During mitosis GFP–Mud remains
localized at the TCJ and accumulates on the spindle and the spindle pole
(bottom row panels). Similar results were obtained on fixed tissue for
which the cell cycle phases were determined using the PCNA S-phase
marker and the nucleus size to distinguish cells in G1 or G2 interphases
(not shown). c, GFP–Mud (green arrows) and ChFP–Mud (red arrows) in
adjacent tissue patches in G2 (n = 31) and mitotic (n = 8) cells. The FLP/
FRT system was used to generate adjacent groups of cells labelled with
either GFP–Mud or ChFP–Mud. By analysing the distribution of GFP–
Mud in dividing cells adjacent to ChFP–Mud interphasic cells, we found
that GFP–Mud was localized at the TCJs of the dividing cell from G2
through mitosis. Scale bars, 1 μm.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Regulation of Dlg, Gli and Mud localization
in epithelial tissue. a, b, Localizations of Gli (white in a and green in a′,
n = 2 clones) and Dlg (white in b and green in b′, n = 3 clones) in fixed
notum tissues harbouring mud clones (identified by loss of mRFP–nls,
red in a′–b′). The loss of Mud function does not modify the Gli and Dlg
localizations at septate junctions. c, Localization of Gli–YFP (white in c
and green in c′) in live notum tissue harbouring a clone of dlg (identified

by the loss of mRFP–nls, red in c′, n = 13 clones). The loss of Dlg
function results in a loss of Gli localization at TCJs. d, Localization of
Dlg–GFP (white in d and green in d′) in live epithelial dorsal thorax tissue
harbouring a Gli clone (identified by expression of PH–ChFP, red in d′,
n = 5 clones). The loss of Gli function does not affect the distribution of
Dlg–GFP at the septate junctions. Scale bars, 5 μm.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Astral microtubules contact Mud at the
TCJ. a, a′, Time-lapse images of ChFP–Mud (green in a and top panels
of a′, white in bottom panel of a′) and of Jupiter–GFP (red in a and top
panels of a′, white in middle panel of a′) in dividing cells (n = 11) in
the Drosophila pupal notum tissue. The panels in a′ are magnifications
of the boxed region in a. Yellow arrow indicates an astral microtubule
that contacts ChFP–Mud at the cortex and shortens concomitant to the
spindle pole movement towards the TCJ and spindle rotation. The dashed
line corresponds to the initial spindle orientation and the solid lines

correspond to its orientation at the final time point (see Supplementary
Video 2). Similar results were obtained in cells expressing GFP–Mud and
αTub–RFP to label the microtubules (data not shown). b, Schematic of the
laser-ablation assay used to estimate the origin and magnitude of forces
on astral microtubules required for spindle orientation in the Drosophila
pupal dorsal thorax epithelium. Upon ablation (red lines, top), pulling
forces (green arrows, left column) or pushing forces (green arrows, right
column) yield recoil away (grey arrow, left column) or towards the ablation
site (grey arrow, right column), respectively. Scale bars, 1 μm.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | See next page for figure caption.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | A large proportion of mitotic spindles remain
planar in the absence of Mud, Dlg and Dynein function. Loss of Mud
activity is known to induce defects in mitotic spindle orientation relative
to the apical–basal axis (AB) of the cell31,34,56. Nonetheless, in mud, dlg,
dynein (glDN) mutant cells around 50% of the epithelial cell divide with
an AB angle (αAB) in the range of the wild-type tissue (a–e). Since a
large proportion of the spindles remain within the plane of the tissue, all
analyses reported in the manuscript were performed on cell divisions that
occurred within the plane of the tissue. Furthermore, in a central region of
the tissue (box in f and f′), 88% of the divisions in mud tissue occur with
an αAB in the range of the wild-type tissue (g). This region was analysed
to compare TCJ bipolarity and cell-shape-based predictions of division
orientation in wild-type and mud tissue (Fig. 3h). a, AB views of a dividing
epithelial cell in wild-type (left panel, out of 257 cells quantified in b) or
mud (right panels, out of 176 cells quantified in b) tissue. The spindle is
labelled using Jupiter–GFP (green) and the centrosomes using Sas-4–RFP
(red). αAB varies from 0° (spindle parallel to the plane of the tissue) to 90°
(spindle perpendicular to the plane of the tissue). b, Quantification of αAB
in wild-type, mud and in mud tissue expressing GFP–Mud (mud, GFP–
Mud). In wild-type tissue, αAB varies between 0 and 22° (blue dashed line).
In mud tissue, 56% of cells divide with a αAB angle lower than 22° (dashed
red lines). The expression of GFP–Mud in mud tissue rescues the spindle
AB orientation phenotype caused by Mud loss of function. Numbers of
cells (n) for each genotype are indicated. The distribution of angles in
mud tissue is significantly different from wild type (P < 1 × 10−4), and is
restored in mud, GFP–mud (P < 1 × 10−4). P values, Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test. c, Quantification of αAB in wild-type, Gαi and pins. The loss of either
Gαi or Pins function does not affect the orientation of the spindle relative
to the plane of tissue (P > 0.3) in agreement with our findings that Mud

localization at TCJs is independent of Pins and Gαi. The analysis in pins
tissue confirmed previously published findings46. Number of cells (n) are
indicated. P values, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. d, e, Quantification of
αAB in wild-type, Gli and dlg tissues at 25 °C (d) and in wild-type and glDN
tissues at 29 °C (e). Gli loss of function does not affect αAB orientation,
whereas 46% of the dlg cells (P < 1 × 10−4) and 59% of the glDN cells
(P < 1 × 10−4) divide with αAB lower than 22° and 24°, respectively.
Numbers of cells (n) are indicated. P values, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
f, f′, Identification of a region of the notum where AB orientation of the
spindle is not affected in mud mutant tissue. Defects in AB orientation of
the mitotic spindle result in size asymmetry of the two daughter cells57.
Therefore daughter cell size was initially used as a proxy for the magnitude
of spindle misorientation along the AB axis in mud tissue. The maps of
daughter cell size asymmetry in wild-type (f) and mud (f′) tissues (green,
no size asymmetry; purple, strong size asymmetry) revealed that a region
(highlighted by the black box, f, f′) in the mud notum tissue exhibits
almost no defects in daughter cell size asymmetry. Accordingly the
quantification of spindle AB orientation within the region in wild-type
and mud tissue revealed that 88% of the cells of the region divide within
the range of the wild-type cells (see g). Anterior is to the right and the
dashed back line indicates the midline. Colour coding: purple, daughter
cells with strong size asymmetry; green, daughter cells with normal size
symmetry; cyan, cells for which no division was detected; grey, cells which
left the field of view and were not analysed; yellow, macrocheatae; white,
sensory organ precursors (SOPs). g, Quantification of αAB in wild-type
and mud tissue in the boxed regions in f and f′ was performed as in b–e.
Numbers of cells (n) for each genotype are indicated. Scale bars, 1 μm (a),
100 μm (f, f′).
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Extended Data Figure 6 | See next page for figure caption.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Spindle orientation modelling. a, Mitotic cell
in the Drosophila pupal notum labelled with Jupiter–GFP to label
microtubules (n = 23 cells). White arrows indicate astral microtubules.
Yellow arrowheads indicate spindle poles. Scale bar, 1 μm.
b, Representation of the different parameters that were varied for the
predictions based on the GFP–Mud cortical intensity and shape model to
estimate their contribution. L, length of the mitotic spindle; N, number of
astral microtubules; Φ, the angle covered by the astral microtubules; and α,
the GFP–Mud intensity scaling factor. See also Supplementary Table 1.
c–f, Cumulative plots of the differences between the theoretical spindle
orientation (θtheory ) and the experimental spindle orientation (θdivision)
angles in GFP–Mud-expressing cells (same cells as in Fig. 2h) for different
spindle lengths (c), microtubule number (d), angular extension of astral
microtubules (e) and different scaling factor between the GFP–Mud
intensity and mechanical pulling force (f). The GFP–Mud model
predictions are mostly independent of spindle length, the number of astral
microtubules, the angle covered by the astral microtubules or the scaling
factor between GFP–Mud intensity and microtubule pulling force.
g, Dependence of model prediction on shape or GFP–Mud effective
potential depth (±s.e.m.). The y axis quantitates the difference between
the theoretical angle (θtheory ) and experimental angle (θdivision) (1, aligned;
−1, perpendicular). A larger potential depth corresponds to more
deformed cells for the shape model, and to a sharp and anisotropic GFP–
Mud distribution for the cortical model. Model predictions improve with
potential depth, suggesting the model can capture the effect of GFP–Mud
distributions in a dose-dependent manner. n = 140 cells. h, Definitions of
the angles used in the analytical calculation of the contribution of different

harmonics to the potential U(θ). The spindle (heavy black line) makes an
angle θ with the positive x axis. An astral microtubule (thin black line
indicated by the black arrow) projects to the cortex (circle) at an angle
φ with respect to the spindle. The same microtubule contacts the cortex an
angle β = ψ + θ above the positive x axis. i, Normalized magnitudes
|u n| / |u2| of the Fourier coefficients of the kernel u(ψ ) for n even.
The magnitudes |u n| drop off substantially with increasing n, indicating
that for many purposes it should be sufficient to approximate the function
U by its lowest, n = 2 mode. To calculate numerical values for the
Fourier coefficients, we took the average of the normalized spindle
length ε = L / 2R or the n = 140 cells analysed in this paper, obtaining
ε ≈ 0.76 ± 0.03; because it is difficult to precisely estimate Φ from the
available data, coefficients are shown for Φ = 180° and 270° in agreement
with the astral microtubule distribution observed in a. j, Schematic
illustrating the difference between cell shape and cell TCJ bipolarity
measurements. An elongated cell and a rounded cell are overlaid (left
panels) and shown side-by-side (middle and right panels). In this example,
although the two cells have distinct shapes, they have the same TCJ
bipolarity. The upper panels illustrate the measurement of cell shape,
which uses all the pixels making up the cell (blue bars). The lower panels
illustrate the measurement of TCJ bipolarity (red bars), which is solely
based on the angular distribution of the TCJs (red dots), only using the
→
u v pointing from the cell centre (black dot) to each cell TCJ.
unit vectors 
The TCJ bipolarity therefore characterizes TCJ distribution independently
of cell shape, and a correlation observed between the two quantities is not
due to a shape bias in the TCJ bipolarity measurement.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Pins does not contribute to Mud-dependent
epithelial cell division orientation. a, Rose plots of the difference between
the theoretically predicted (θtheory ) and the experimental division (θdivision)
orientation of the mitotic spindle in pins tissue (orange, left rose plot) and
wild-type tissue (green, right) based on the GFP–Mud intensity.
To facilitate the comparison between the left and the right rose plots,
the data are duplicated relative to 0° line (light orange and light green).
Number of cells (n) analysed is indicated. P values, Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test. b, Quantifications of the co-localization of GFP–Mud with Gli in pins
in metaphase cells (mean ± s.e.m.). Number of cells (n) analysed is
indicated. ns, not significant (Student’s t-test).
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Structure–function analyses of the Mud
protein in epithelial cells. a, Diagram of the domains of the Mud protein:
putative actin binding calponin homology domain (CH, amino acids
1–246, blue), coiled-coil domain (CC, amino acids 246–1,868, grey),
conserved Numa/Lin-5/Mud domain (NLM, amino acids 1,968–1,998,
red), putative transmembrane domain (TM, amino acids 2,456–2,499,
yellow), 9× repeat domain (amino acids 1,137–1,515), microtubulebinding domain (MT, amino acids 1,850–2,039) and Pins binding domain
(amino acids 1,928–1,982)58–60. GFP- or ChFP-tagged deletion constructs
and the MudΔCH constructs were generated by BAC recombineering (see
Methods for details). The MudΔC allele was generated at the mud locus
using a CRISPR/Cas9 approach (see Methods for details). For each mutant
allele, its localization at the TJCs and its localization at the spindle pole are
indicated. b, Localization of the GFP–Mud, MudΔCH, GFP–MudΔCC,
GFP–MudΔPins, GFP–MudΔTM and in G2 interphase and mitotic mud
epithelial cells. GFP–Mud, GFP–MudΔCC, GFP–MudΔPins, GFP–
MudΔTM proteins were imaged in living tissue, whereas MudΔCH was
localized on fixed tissue using Mud antibodies. GFP–Mud (n = 56),

MudΔCH (n = 33), GFP–MudΔCC (n = 165), GFP–MudΔPins (n = 42)
and GFP–MudΔTM (n = 67) interphase cells. GFP–Mud (n = 15),
MudΔCH (n = 4), GFP–MudΔCC (n = 67), GFP–MudΔPins (n = 18) and
GFP–MudΔTM (n = 11) mitotic cells. c, Localization of the MudΔC
protein (white in the left panels, green in the right panels), Gli (white in
the panels in the middle and red in panels at the right) and Cora (magenta
in the right panels) in fixed G2 interphase (n = 71) and mitotic (n = 6)
cells. The MudΔC protein is not enriched at TJCs and its localization at
the spindle pole is strongly reduced. d, Rose plots of the difference
between the theoretically predicted (θtheory ) and experimental (θdivision)
spindle orientation angles in wild-type (left rose plot, green) and mud
(right rose plot, orange) tissues based on the distribution of GFP–
MudΔCC. The right rose plot is identical to the one shown in Fig. 2l. To
facilitate the comparison between the left and the right rose plots, the data
are duplicated relative to 0° line (light green and light orange). Number of
cells (n) analysed is indicated. P values, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Scale
bars, 1 μm.
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Predicting cell division based on TCJ
distribution. a, a′′, Rose plots of the magnitude of the difference between
experimental ( θdivision) and predicted division orientations by the average
(60–30 min before mitosis) interphase TCJ bipolarity (θ TCJ ) or cell long
axis ( θshape) in cells for the indicated |θ TCJ − θshape| intervals. To facilitate
the comparison between the left and the right rose plots, the data are
duplicated relative to 0° line (light blue and light red). Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (P values), percentage of total cells (n = 29,388). Panels b and
b′′ are identical to panel e in Fig. 3. b, b′′, Rose plots of the magnitude of
the difference between experimental (θdivision) and predicted division
orientations by the average (60–30 min before mitosis) interphase TCJ
bipolarity ( θ TCJ ) or cell long axis (θshape) for the indicated ηshape intervals.
To facilitate the comparison between the left and the right rose plots, the

data are duplicated relative to 0° line (light blue and light red).
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (P values), percentage of total cells
(n = 29,388). Panels c and c′′ are identical to panel f in Fig. 3. c, Plot of the
spindle orientation prediction improvements (colour-coded from dark
blue to red) based on TCJ bipolarity over those based on cell shape versus
the magnitude of their angular difference (|θ TCJ − θshape |) and the cell
shape anisotropy (ηshape). The plot height is the normalized cell number in
each domain of the plot (29,883 cells were analysed in total).
As |θ TCJ − θshape | increases, the TCJ bipolarity predictions improve over cell
shape prediction for both rounded (low ηshape) and elongated cells (high
ηshape). Whereas the rounded cells are characterized by an even
distribution along the |θ TCJ − θshape | axis, the elongated cells are mainly
characterized by a strongly skewed distribution towards low |θ TCJ − θshape |.
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Extended Data Figure 10 | TCJ bipolarity aligns with mechanical stress.
a, b, Images of the scutellum tissue before and after ablation (ablated
region in yellow) in early and late pupa characterized by small isotropic
stress (a) and high anisotropic stress (b). Tissue stress was estimated by
determining the initial recoiled velocity upon circular ablation in the x
and y directions53. First and last images of two time-lapse movies out of
the 18 quantified in c are shown. Scale bars, 10 μm. c, Plot of the difference
between the orientation of TCJ bipolarity (θ TCJ ) and principal strain axis

(θstrain) as a function of normal stress differences (σyy − σxx , note that
σxy = 0) as estimated up to a prefactor by circular laser ablation. Number
of ablations (n) analysed is indicated. The same plot is shown in Fig. 4d.
d, Plot of the difference between the orientation of TCJ bipolarity (θ TCJ )
and the orientation of strain (θstrain) as a function of the percentage of cell
elongation applied to a simulated cell lattice. When cell elongation
increases TCJ bipolarity orientation becomes aligned with the direction of
cell elongation. Number of simulations (n) analysed is indicated.
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